Year 4 Newsletter
Read all about it!
We have recently started reading “The Iron man” by Ted Hughes
and have been using this book to develop our character descriptions. Also, we have
worked on creating story openings, with the aim of getting the reader ‘hooked’ and
wanting to read more. We hope you enjoy a sample of our amazing writing!

One morning the happy and joyful
children skipped through the old,
rusty gates. It was a sunny day in the
playground when the children were
welcomed by the teachers. Happily,
they were laughing and telling each
other jokes, yet that happiness would
not last for long…

The children were joyfully playing on
the vast, concrete playground. They
were waiting for their teachers to
come when it got to 9:10am. It was
sunny, sunnier than it had ever been
in England. Enthusiastically, the
teachers welcomed the children into
school. That’s when the sky started to
turn black…

Amy T

Ryan

It was a bright sunny day and children were returning to school for another day. They
went to find their friends so that they could play together before the school bell rang.
Suddenly, the children started to run all over the place like a football match was going
on. Just then, the teachers and children heard a sound that was like a mighty,
thunderous roar. They just thought it was thunder so they carried on. They couldn't have
been more wrong…
Harvey

The children and teachers were stood in the
burning, hot sun. laughing and joking in the
playground, the children ran around chasing
each other. The teachers welcomed the children
for another day in school.
Gradually the children stopped because it was
like the sun and rain were arguing.
Teigan
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Suddenly, the vast roar became
deafening and painful. The sun
disappeared like someone
blowing a candle out.
“Quickly, get these children into
school!” demanded a teacher.
Hamza

The crowds of children began to laugh for the
couple of minutes before the school bell went. The
children who were playing joyfully were in the
scorching sun. Amazingly, it started getting a little
bit chilly. Gradually, the children started feeling a
little bit bewildered; soon it was cold.
Nyah

It was a cold winters day and
children were shivering against the
wall. Even though it was cold,
children still laughed and told
jokes. Rapidly, it started to rain but
the children did not care.
Suddenly, the children froze like
ice…
Aiden

Children poured eagerly through the rusty playground gate for another day of learning.
Cheerfully, they ran around; chatted; skipped, with not a care in the world. Although it was
heavily raining, children were still enjoying themselves. Gradually, a slight chill filled the
atmosphere and there was a rumble that was as quiet as a mouse.

Amelie

The children who were skipping joyfully came
through the enormous, old school gates. They were
only playing for a minute when the sun get warmer
like you were swimming in France. Suddenly, there
were raindrops pouring down on the pupils like glass
stones falling on them.
Scarlett

The crowd of children raced through the playground gates. As they played peacefully and joyfully, the teachers enthusiastically welcomed
them. The sun suddenly disappeared behind
thick, grey clouds. Although it started to rain big,
icy stones, the children ignored it and carried on
playing. Until, a crash of lightening hit the
ground…
Keira

The crowds cheered as the children warmed up on
the playground. The footballs banged against the
walls. The rain crashed on the backs of players like
glass stones. Suddenly, Haider’s bottle of water
started shaking. Again, again, and again. Haider
thought it might be workmen drilling. Suddenly, a
thunderous roar came from the distance, before he
saw two mammoth sized lampposts.

The big crowd of children, which shouted and
screamed happily, laughed and joked in the playground. The rain was like sharp glass stones but
the children carried on playing. Suddenly the children heard a howl and a blast of thunder like a
roar. Although most people laughed, they were
wrong…
Preston

Haider

One dark, windy day, St Peter’s children were out playing
happily. Even though Amy, Harvey, Aimee and Finlay were
best friends, they called each other names in a playful
way. They were all chatting joyfully, when suddenly, there
was a vast crash! The children thought it was an enormous
tree that had been blown down by the strong wind. The
playground floor cracked a bit so the tree mustn't have
been far. The wind was strong like the force of a plane.
The children were wrong…
Aimee
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In the playground there was a vast
crowd of children who were laughing
and joking as they entered into the
school gates. The joyful children
suddenly paused as the sun was
smothered by a thick black cloud. It
was pitch black, the children presumed
it was some sort of eclipse. How wrong
they were...
Kenzie

It was a hot, sunny day where children ran into the
playground. The playground was hot and fiery. After the
sun burning, there was suddenly there was a thunderous
roar coming from the distance…
Charli

The Iron mans head is the size of
our class room. He is very, very
beastly. His foot is as big as a single bed and his eyes glow in the
dark. His vast, jagged legs cause
earthquakes.
Jake.

The children who laughed and joked, went through the rusty iron gates. The teachers
called enthusiastically to welcome children for another day. The blistering hot sun
beamed down onto the busy concrete ground. The atmosphere was lively as the children
chased each other in the playground.
Suddenly, the sound of heavy thunder began to fill the air. Suddenly, a beam of light
shone through the clouds, except it didn't look like lightening. Despite this, the children
were laughing, not knowing what was coming next…
Alex

The Iron Man is gigantic, he is
bigger than a tower. His vast
jagged legs make a mighty
noise. Amazingly, his eyes are
as powerful as car headlights.
His head is as big as a
classroom and he doesn't
even have a brain.

The children who were playing joyfully
on the playground were joking joyfully
with their mates, while the teachers
were having a coffee in the staff room. It
was a beautiful day, therefore the sun
was shining and it was boiling hot. The
sun was like a roasting fire at Christmas.
Gradually, a sound of thunder came and
it went pitch black…

Samson

Isabella

The Iron Man is so enormous, he can
destroy people. His vast, jagged body can
always cause an earthquake. When they
crash violently and thunderously it makes
a big enormous BANG!

The Iron Man, which is tall
and strong, can destroy
everything. However he is
really friendly to people. Be
careful because he might
stand on your car.

Kai
Helena
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T
he Iron man, who is as big as three
houses has come to earth. Nobody
knows where he came from or how he
got here. When he came, he came
running which caused there to be lots of
holes in the ground. The people were fed
up and angry with the Iron Man.
Abdullah

The iron man is a colossal robot
which is the size of four trees.
Amazingly, his vast, jagged arms
crash on buildings. His head is the
size of our classroom. Even though
he looks mean, he can be a nice
fellow.
Tia

The iron Man, who is as tall as a house bites into cars with one big bite.
He is beastly, mighty and immense. If you see him, you will hear a mighty
thud! His head is the size of a truck and his eyes are like car head lights
that shine brightly from the distance. Everyone wants to destroy him. He
makes them so angry.
Finlay

The Iron Man, who destroyed
the cars, is as big as a house.
His head is as big as a
bedroom. His body looks like
an upside down triangle. The
iron man, who fell down into
the water, tries to eat
everything that is made out
of metal.

The Iron Man, who is evil, can run very
fast with his rapid legs. He can climb
towers and mountains. The iron man,
who is an evil monster has an evil heart.
The Iron man has a gigantic head even
though he doesn't have a big brain!

Leah
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Haha

He has eyes like the scorching hot sun.
His head is like a bedroom.
His shoulders are as broad as a shopping mall.
His hands are as big as a house.
His legs are taller than a sky scraper.
His feet are like a heavy tank.
Jordan

His ears are made from
silver metal. The Iron Mans
eyes are big like car
headlights. He has two hands
with fingers and thumbs. The
legs are very long. The iron
mans feet are the same size as
a single bed.
Jamie

The Iron Man has a colossal chest but
no heart or personality. The Iron man
has a squeaky voice. He walks slowly
around our school. The Iron Mans eyes
are like two immense torches.

Then Iron Man is a big
iron robot who is made
out of machinery. The
Iron Man is as tall as
four houses. When he
walks into water, the
water will go all over
him.
Damien

The Iron man has got a big, shiny
head. It is made from shiny, silver
metal. His legs are very long. He is as
tall as four houses on top of each
other. The Irons mans feet are the
same size as a single bed.
Daniel

The Iron man has a big shiny head.
His ears are made from silver metal.
The Iron mans eyes are like big shiny, car head
lights.
Alisse

Jacob

Thank you for reading our writing newsletter!
Don’t forget to have a look at our class blog to see what we have been up to recently.
http://blog.st-peters-farnworth.bolton.sch.uk/year4201415
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